Guiding of highly charged ions (HCI) through tilted capillaries promises to develop into a tool to efficiently collimate and focus low-energy ion beams to sub-micrometer size. One control parameter to optimize guiding is the residual electrical conductivity of the insulating material. Its strong (nearly exponential) temperature dependence is the key to transmission control and can be used to suppress transmission instabilities arising from large flux fluctuations of incident ions which otherwise would lead to Coulomb blocking of the capillary.
Placing or implanting a single ion at a desired point of a substrate surface with nanometerscale precision would be highly desirable for novel applications as e.g. nano-modifications of surfaces [1] [2] [3] [4] , fabrication of solid state qubit arrays [5, 6] or nano-surgery of living cells [7] . Slow highly charged ions (HCI) are of particular interest due to their high potential energy which is primarily deposited in a nanometer-sized volume around the impact site resulting in the emission of a large number of secondary particles [8, 9] . Impacting on insulating materials, slow HCI may induce the formation of stable hillock-or crater type nanostructures [3, 4, 10, 11] . While the emission of a large number of electrons allows detection of each ion impact with unit efficiency and therefore single ion hit monitoring [12] , the morphology and size of the resulting material modification can be tuned by the charge state of the incoming highly charged ion [13] . The main challenge remaining is to define the ion impact point as precisely as possible. One possibility for the preparation of a well-focused HCI nano-beam lies in the utilization of the so-called capillary-guiding effect [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] using tapered capillaries with sub-micrometer exit diameters [7, 23, 26, 27] .
First experiments on guiding HCI through straight insulator nano-capillaries showed a remarkable effect: after an initial charge up phase, the ion beam could be steered by tilting the capillary axis while remaining in the initial charge state indicating that the transmitted ions never touched the inner walls. Subsequent experiments confirmed this guiding effect also for macroscopic glass capillaries, both straight and tapered ones, suggesting tapered glass capillaries as funnels for HCI beams with unprecedented guiding and focusing properties.
Microscopic simulations for nanocapillaries [28] [29] [30] [31] revealed that a self-organized charge up of the capillary walls due to preceding HCI impacts leads to an electric guiding field, which steers the incoming projectile ions along the capillary axes. Ion guiding ensues as soon as a dynamical equilibrium of charge-up by the ion beam and charge relaxation by bulk or surface conductivity is established. These simulations showed that a stable transmission regime required a delicate balance between incident ion flux and charge relaxation via surface and bulk conduction, conditions, which were obviously met in almost all cases studied experimentally so far. While the conceptual understanding of the processes leading to ion guiding has progressed well, application of this technique as a tool for ion beam formation has emerged only recently and the search for tuning parameters to control and optimize HCI transmission has begun.
In this letter we show that a key control parameter for guiding is the small residual electric conductivity of the highly insulating capillary material whose dependence of temperature σ(T ) is nearly exponential [32] . Therefore, guiding can be tuned by moderate temperature variation near room temperature as proposed in [33] . We demonstrate that increasing the temperature of a glass capillary and therefore its conductivity leads to a reduction of guiding and, eventually, to a complete disappearance of the guiding effect. The strong temperature dependence can be employed to stabilize guiding against Coulomb blocking due to a high incident ion flux [23, 34] .
We use a single straight macroscopic glass capillary (inner diameter: 160 µm; length:
11.4 mm) made of Borosilicate (Duran TM ) for which the guiding effect has been previously established [22] . The current experimental set-up allows for a controlled and uniform temperature variation of the glass capillary. An oven made of massive copper parts surrounds the capillary in order to guarantee a uniform temperature distribution along the entire tube. Transmission as a function of tilt angle φ is measured starting at φ = 0 • as determined by geometrically maximizing the transmitted intensity. The tilt angle is then stepwise increased with ∆φ < 1 • until transmission becomes negligible. Subsequently, starting at this deflection angle, the capillary is tilted back stepwise and eventually into the opposite direction (negative φ). For each tilt angle the total ion count rate onto the detector is summed up and a deadtime correction is applied. Finally, the transmission curves are normalized with respect to the transmission at φ = 0 • (Fig. 1) . The present analysis of the transmission proceeds within the generalization of a rateequation model which has been previously tested by comparison with a microscopic transport simulation for nanocapillaries [28] . We note that a corresponding microscopic simulation for transmission through macrocapillaries is out of reach. The balance equation for the deposited charge Q(t) at the capillary wall controlling guiding reads
where j in is the incoming ion current, j tr is the current transmitted through the capillary, and τ eff is the effective discharging time related to the linear-response surface and bulk
which is strongly temperature (T ) dependent but independent of the charge Q present. For later reference we have added a stochastic non-linear discharge term [(dQ/dt) stoc in Eq. 1] which will be, in general, a functional of the charging history, Q(t ′ ) . . . t ′ ≤ t, and contributes above a critical value for charging Q(t) > Q crit . When a unique stable dynamical equilibrium can be reached this term can be neglected. However, in cases where multivalued hysteresislike transmission properties appear [36] or no steady-state can be reached, such corrections become important.
Expressing j tr in terms of the tilt-angle (φ) dependent transmission probability [P (φ, Q)]
the dynamical equilibrium charge-up Q eq follows from Eq. 1 as
The parameter controlling guiding under equilibrium condition, α(T ) = j in /cσ eff (T ) is thus the ratio of incoming current to conductivity. Consequently, transmission properties should remain unchanged for simultaneously varying j in and σ eff (T ) provided that α(T ) is kept fixed.
The normalized transmission of HCI through the glass capillary ( Fig. 1 ) displays, indeed, an almost identical angular dependence fitted to a Gaussian, P (φ, Q eq ) ∝ exp(−φ 2 /φ 2 g ) with φ g a characteristic guiding angle of φ g = 1.25
• when varying both flux and conductivity by a factor 4. Note that φ g exceeds the geometric opening angle φ 0 by a factor 4 clearly indicating that charge-up induced guiding takes place.
Keeping the incident current constant but increasing the temperature will lead to a lower equilibrium value for the total charge Q eq due to the increased surface and bulk conductivities. As a consequence, j tr or, equivalently, the guiding angle φ g will be reduced (Fig. 2) . The angular distribution of the normalized transmission current varies drastically with temperature. The temperature range of 24 − 88
• C (297 ≤ T ≤ 361 K) covers almost 3 orders of magnitude in conductivity [32] . At these high temperatures (T ≥ 340 K) the removal of deposited charges by the elevated conductivity is so efficient and Q eq (Eq. 2) so small that P (φ, Q eq ) approaches zero outside the geometric opening angle or, equivalently, φ g → φ 0 . By increasing the temperature, guiding can be controlled and reversibly switched off.
Increasing the conductivity by increasing the temperature opens a pathway to overcome one of the limitations current experimental charged-particle transmission studies face: stateof-the-art cleaning methodology of surface science such as sputtering with keV rare-gas ions cannot be applied due to immediate charge-up of the inner surface. Collisional removal of surface deposits (such as hydrocarbons, water, or chemical residues from etching) is suppressed due to deflection at the Coulomb mirror at large distances or Coulomb blocking of the capillary. The present result shows that for temperature-resistant materials such as glass, SiO 2 , or Al 2 O 3 sputtering at temperatures T ≥ T 0 where the dynamical equilibrium for charge-up at incoming currents j in sufficient for sputtering lies below the threshold for guiding, removal of surface coverage by sputtering becomes possible.
In the opposite limit for large α, i.e. either by further reducing the conductivity or increasing the current, the charge deposition increases beyond Q crit reaching the regime of non-linear response. One indication is that a unique dynamical equilibrium can no longer be established. For Q(t) > Q crit , the stochastic discharge term in Eq. 1 significantly contributes. The onset of dynamical instability can be directly monitored by the stochastic motion of the beam spot (Fig. 3) . While in the linear stable regime the beam spot re- 
